
GaininG employment and experiencinG success at a job 

can be very empowerinG. but all too often, people with 

physical disabilities face challenGes to employment, 

whether it’s difficulty findinG reliable transportation, 

poor accessibility, lack of equipment or scarcity of jobs. 

inglis has received a two-
year grant from the pennsylvania department 
of labor to provide customer service skills 
assessments, training and job placement for 
people with severe disabilities. in fulfilling the 
grant, inglis will partner with inspiritec, inc., a 
philadelphia company that enables people  
with disabilities to gain skills and jobs in 
information technology and call centers. 
candidates will receive general job training 
at inglis, and then specific skills training at 
inspiritec. as positions are available, inspiritec 
will offer employment to successful candidates. 

“over the two-year period, this grant will help 
inglis reach its goal of providing jobs for people 
with physical disabilities. we will work with 
60 individuals and place approximately 45 
in jobs. inspiritec will teach us more about 
what people with disabilities need to know 
about doing customer service and call center 
work,” says barry bussell, director of inglis’ 
community employment services. 

“collaborating on this project will raise the 
effectiveness of both inspiritec and inglis,” 

C
creating career potential
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telephone customer service 
jobs are a great fit for people with 
disabilities.
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chairman’s message
g a v i n  s .  k e r r

imagine waking 
up one morning. 
your legs don’t 
work – neither do 
your arms and 
most of the rest 
of your body. 
imagine being 

totally dependent upon a caring, skillful 
person to get you up, wash you and get 
you dressed before helping you into your 
power wheelchair. now imagine a huge 
snowstorm, say 40 inches in a week and 
worrying about whether your caregiver 
would be there to help you.

now imagine you live at inglis house. a 
place filled with compassionate, committed 
caregivers. so you are a bit worried about 
the weather but you know you will be ok. 
and, in fact, you are!

you are fine because the inglis staff is 
more reliable than even the u.s. postal 
service – neither rain, nor sleet nor dark of 
night keep our staff from their appointed  
 

rounds. in fact, thanks to our amazing 
staff, during record-breaking snowstorms 
in the winter of 2010, every single resident 
was up and into their active lives each and 
every one of those stormy days. it took 
some long days – some staff worked 16 
hours straight and then came back eight 
hours later to care for their charges. our 
engineering staff worked long hours to 
keep inglis house grounds clear of snow. 
likewise, our housing team did everything 
necessary to keep our 150 tenants safe 
and warm in their apartments.

now that we’re enjoying warmer weather, 
getting to work is much easier for our staff. 
but, in the end our goal remains the same – 
every consumer well cared for and staff who 
feel truly proud of what they accomplish.  

i am extremely thankful for our staff, our 
inglis community and for the support of 
our friends throughout the region. i hope 
you will continue to honor those who 
extend themselves on behalf of people with 
disabilities who need our help year round.

the inglis foundation board and executive team met in january for a day-long strategic 
planning retreat to chart inglis’ future. watch for updates on their progress in future issues. 
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GoinG to movies, buyinG music and readinG books are 

activities many of us take for Granted. but what if 

you couldn’t easily Get to a movie theater or music 

store or even turn a paGe in a book? lisa pitkow saw 

how multiple sclerosis (ms) took away the ability 

for her brother, Gary ruskin, to be able to enjoy 

his passion.

“Gary was always interested in filmmaking and was a film student at new york university 
before he was diagnosed with ms at age 28,” lisa says. “for 33 years, the condition 
gradually stripped away his ability to live independently, which is why he was so fortunate 
to spend the last 18 years of his life at inglis house. it was at inglis house where i felt it 
was important to keep nurturing his love of filmmaking. to honor Gary, i started an  
audio-video collection for all inglis house residents.”  

lisa started building the library from her home in los angeles 
in 1999, and even received some donations of newer movies from 
area studios. after Gary’s death in june 2009, lisa reinstituted 
her efforts to build the library and called on family and friends to 
donate dvds, cds and audio books. the response was great – 
the collection has grown by more than 200 dvds and cds.

for residents who can’t get to the library, volunteers push a 
cart filled with movies, music and books that residents can 
check out from the comfort of their rooms. 

keeping gary’s spirit alive
“inglis house was a blessing for Gary and our family,”  
lisa says. “it offered him everything he needed – and  
more – to give him life. this library collection and its 
continuation is so important. my hope is that his spirit  
lives on through this collection and touches the 
residents who live there now and in the future.”

your donations of cds, dvds 
and audio books  – classics 
to new releases – can bring 
joy to the lives of inglis 
residents. 

gary ruskin’s legacy

gary ruskin’s legacy 

gary ruskin with sister, lisa pitkow. 

G

inglis house
c/o Gary ruskin memorial av  
collection 
2600 belmont avenue
philadelphia, pa 19131

contributions 
can be sent to:



robinson fredenthal (1940-2009) created an extraordinary 

body of art durinG his lifetime. his sculptures are 

displayed publicly on the university of pennsylvania 

campus in philadelphia, as well as many other locations 

around the city. thousands of his models of sculptural 

Geometry – variations of cubes and tetrahedrons –  

are housed in the university of pennsylvania architectural archives. 

robinson fredenthal with his sister, ruth ann.

to celebrate robinson’s achievements, the inglis house resident film group collaborated 
with director chris ambolino of the dream alliance, a company dedicated to empowering 
people with the tools of video and filmmaking who would otherwise not have access 
to them. they spent almost a year producing a documentary honoring robinson’s life, 
featuring interviews and many photos from his early life. entitled Mental Shape: The Art 
of Robinson Fredenthal, it was screened to an enthusiastic group of robinson’s family, 
friends, work colleagues and admirers, on aug. 27, 2009, just four days before robinson 
passed away. 

since then the film received an “emerging documentary chairman’s choice” award at  
the 2009 bucks (county, pa) fever film fest, an arts celebration program. it was also  
a 2009 Gold winner at the national ava awards. sponsored by the association of 
marketing and communication professionals, this program recognizes excellence in  
audio-visual production.

A

mental shapes was 
a 2009 ava Gold 
award winner.

a life of art
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a life of art



our Goal for 2010: an accessible van for six to seven 

wheelchairs for resident trips. 

inglis residents don’t sit still. they are constantly on the go –  
visiting family, keeping up with doctor appointments, running 
errands and, on the lighter side, taking in movies, concerts and 
special events. the inglis house fleet of three vans makes 100 
to 115 trips per month to help residents get where they need to 

go. that’s why it’s crucial that inglis have reliable, accessible vehicles with the features 
residents need to get them to their destinations safely.  

the Golf outing is an essential part of keeping inglis residents mobile. two years ago, 
inglis used funds from the Golf outing to buy a small, economical van perfect for trips of 
one or two residents. now, one of inglis’ larger vans used for trips of six or more residents 
is starting to show the wear and tear of 10 years and 300,000 miles. that’s why this year, 
inglis will use Golf outing proceeds to buy a wheelchair-accessible van suitable for larger 
group trips.

now in its ninth year, the Golf outing has raised more than $600,000 for inglis house 
programs and equipment purchases 
that government funds and private 
insurance do not cover.  

for more information, call (215) 581-0702 
or email kate.farrell@inglis.org.

M
mark your calendar: june 7, 2010

9th annual inglis golf outing: keeping inglis on the move!

this two-passenger van was made possible by 
funds raised at the 2008 inglis Golf outing.

June 7, 2010
Chester valley golf Club, 
malvern, pa
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“sometimes, just when you think your life is over, is when it 

truly beGins.”   – “Passion Fish,” 1992 movie.T
the opportunity to fulfill dreams

social enrichment program

“residents who come 
here from traditional 
nursing home settings are 
absolutely amazed at all 
the options they have,” 

says janet turner, a recreation therapist 
and director of the inglis social enrichment 
program. “our encouraging atmosphere 
and wide variety of activities – that can all 
be personalized to fit specific abilities – 
are two of the main reasons people with 
physical disabilities choose to live here.”

participation in any activity is completely 
voluntary, but almost all residents take 
advantage of the program. “residents can 
work toward whatever goals they desire – 
just as we all aspire to do in life,” turner 
says. “from day one, they are in control.”

something for everyone
the philosophy behind the social 
enrichment program is based on three  
core objectives:

1 adapt activities to fit residents’ 
evolving interests and meet their 

level of ability. for example, a local 
college student led a dance project that 
emphasized expression by movement. 
“residents who use wheelchairs came to 
understand that even if they could only 
move their heads, they could be expressive 

with how they did that,” turner says.

2 promote meaningful connections. 
community outings and holiday 

celebrations help foster a sense of 
community among residents. “inglis house 
can seem like a big place, but socializing 
helps new residents make the transition 
more easily and feel that they belong here,” 
turner says.

3 Create opportunities to use and 
maintain abilities. for example, the 

vocabulary group benefits both residents 
with cognitive deficiencies and those who 
simply have a love of words and writing. 
yoga is popular because it can reduce 
stress and improve fitness for everyone, 
and also help those with balance and 
coordination challenges.

achieving more  
“what amazes me most about inglis 
residents is their willingness to get 
involved and try anything,” turner says. 
“the average stay here is 10 years 
and when you see all that a resident 
accomplishes during that time, it’s often 
as much and more than someone without 
a disability would do. our programs 
just offer a backdrop for their awesome 
accomplishments.”

s p r i n g  2 0 1 0



therapeutic education 
instructor juliet emas, 

who organized the program, says, “i 
noticed there was distance between 
some of the women residents. people 
didn’t engage each other in meaningful 
conversations. there are a lot of support 
groups for people with disabilities, but  
there aren’t many designed specifically  
for women.”

and that is precisely why women are 
flocking to the weekly sessions. according 
to participant lucia quinn, “it’s a unique 
group because it’s all women. i like going 
because you can talk with people who 
understand how you feel. we can pretty 
much say whatever we want and feel 
comfortable saying it.” 

another member, robyn monahan, 
describes the program, “we speak about 
things we don’t speak about in other 
groups. we can talk about the way we’re 
treated as wheelchair users and the way 
we’re treated as women. it makes me feel 
strong to talk about us as women.”

while few subjects are off limits, all have to 
relate to the group’s lives as women with 
disabilities. according to juliet, “too often 
society ignores or denies the issues that 

women with disabilities face. but there is a 
difference between having a disability and 
not having a disability, between being a 
woman and being a man. there are also 
commonalities. we try to acknowledge the 
way things are.”

she finds that those who join in make a 
real commitment. “it’s building a real sense 
of community. the group is a safe place 
for people to make connections with each 
other. when women share their stories, 
they realize that they’re not alone. they 
feel empowered, and they learn to assert 
their needs and the needs of others. they 
have a support system in each other.”  

participant yvette Green agrees, “being 
in a wheelchair you can feel so isolated. 
the group reminds you that there are a 
lot of other women out there who deal 
with the same stuff. plus, you get to know 
everybody else.”

last summer group members asked juliet 
to organize an event for them. the resulting 
“Garden party” gave them a chance to 
socialize with each other in a way that felt 
natural. complete with refreshments, a 
jazz ensemble and other entertainment, 
the evening proved to be a big success as 
members got to know each other better.

N no celebrity gossip –  
just serious discussion!
the inGlis house women’s issues Group is GrowinG fast. 

resident theresa ginyard (right) 

with her friend kim harris attended the 

women’s Group Garden party.
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resident theresa 
mattioli (left) 
poses with modern 
dance performer 
Gina hoch-stall at 
the Garden party.
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donors often wonder what is on the residents’ wish 

lists that would make life even more enjoyable at 

inGlis house. one of the top reasons why residents 

want to live at inGlis house is the wide variety of 

recreational and social activities offered. 

events like 
resident parties 

or supplies for activities are not covered by 
the federal and state reimbursement inglis 
receives. here are some of the items your 
donation to inglis foundation could provide. 

social events like the annual harvest 
ball, spring fling, new year’s eve and 
valentine’s parties are extremely popular 
with residents. offering high-quality 
entertainment and music for the event 
typically costs approximately $800 per 
event or $4,000 per year.

Dynavox is a speech-generating 
communication device that provides clear 
and natural-sounding voice output. its 
touch-screen technology allows a resident 
who has difficulty speaking clearly because 
of damage to the central nervous system 
to navigate programmed pages and 
keyboards to express their wants,  
needs and opinions. $8,500. 

attending philadelphia-area sports and 
entertainment events. purchasing tickets 
for six residents and attendants to attend 
an event, $750.

electronic control unit wheelchair 
components allow residents with limited 
hand function and fine motor control to 
operate appliances in their rooms (e.g.,  
tv, dvd, stereo, fan, etc.). $1,200 for  
each unit.

W
what does it cost?

wish list

$800/event

$750/event
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volunteers and staff hold many game 
sessions for small groups of residents. 
many of the board games and supplies 
are outdated and dilapidated. replacing 
them with new and more up-to-date games 
would cost $800.

tandem wheelchair bicycle. because 
of their disabilities, many residents have 
never experienced the joy of bicycle riding. 
this tandem bicycle costs $6,500.

loaner portable computer workstations 
for use in rooms by residents who are 
unable to come to the inglis computer lab. 
$500 each.

roho® wheelchair seat cushions are 
used by inglis house residents who are 
at high risk for skin breakdown or who 

currently have impaired skin. using a 
cushion like this means residents can 
spend more time in their chairs. $500 each.

two mobile computer carts with 
wireless connections and assistive 
technology for staff to use with residents 
who are on bed rest to provide more 
stimulation and interaction. $3,800 each. 

the inglis art gallery needs a 
professional hanging system so art can 
be rotated more easily and frequently and 
to give the gallery a more professional 
appearance. $2,500.

voicettes with collar microphones 
are simple amplification systems that 
amplify the voices of residents who have 
hoarseness or difficulty in speaking 
as a result of dysfunction of the vocal 
cords, to a level that can be more easily 
heard, increasing their communication 
effectiveness. $1,500.

the Dynawrite is a type and talk 
augmentative and alternative 
communication device used by inglis 
house residents. the keyboard, display 
screen and speak function enable them  
to communicate either with word prediction 
or by typing individual messages. $5,000.

$800

$2,500

$6,500

to find out more about makinG a Gift in support of the wish list, 

call kate farrell at (215) 581-0702 or email kATe.FARRell@ingliS.oRg.?
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we are Grateful for the support we receive from 

our donors. while most Gifts come in conventional 

ways via checks or perhaps Gifts of stock, a few 

donors find more unusual ways to support inGlis 

residents and proGrams.G
gift-giving heroes

a chance inquiry 
about the inglis 

family tartan genealogy led author s.C.h. 
thurston (a pseudonym) to dedicate the 
royalties for sales of his book “bubble 
chamber” to inglis house. thurston, “a  
real scientist at a real university somewhere 
in america,” (www.amazon.com*), wrote  
his first novel as a satire of academic life 
and politics. visit the book’s website at  

http://bubble-chamber.
com/book.htm for more 
information.*

lincoln mortgage Company, a leading 
residential mortgage lender serving the 
Greater delaware valley, has supported 
inglis for several years. since 2010 is their 
20th year of operation, president john sly 
wanted to commemorate the anniversary 

and continue to support inglis. so, each 
time lincoln provides mortgage financing 
during 2010, they make a contribution to 
inglis and to the children’s scholarship 
fund of philadelphia on behalf of the new 
homeowner. www.lincoln-mortgage.com.* 

mDe enterprises, inc. helps it managers 
around the world achieve more success 
through management training. the inglis 
website caught mde president mike 
sisco’s attention because his son, eddie, 
suffered a traumatic brain injury in 1993 
(www.eddiesisco.com*). today his son 
is 33, but sisco well remembers his long 
recovery process. impressed with inglis’ 
work after visiting our website, he donated 
a series of his information technology 
management e-books to the organization.  

mark Cooper of pma insurance 
Company and a member of the inglis Golf 
outing committee for many years, found 
a unique way to support inglis when he 
and a couple of buddies took their annual 
trip to las vegas. rather than gambling, 
each year they donate $1,000 to a charity. 
inglis was the beneficiary this year. so, the 
money that would probably have gone into 
the casino’s cash drawer benefitted inglis 
residents and consumers instead!

*  websites provided for information only. no 
endorsement is implied.

gift-giving heros

s.c.h. thurston 
dedicated the royalties 
of “bubble chamber” to 
inglis house. 



inglis house received a grant from the pew charitable trusts  
to replace two heavily used elevators in the north and south ends of the building. 
inglis ceo Gavin kerr, inglis house executive director bob parvin and inglis 
house resident council president edie benson cut the ribbon on the first of 
two replacement elevators. inset: the new equipment is lifted by hoist into the 
elevator shaft.    

students from the fellowship 
alliance chapel in medford, n.j., have 
adopted inglis Gardens at evesham, 
according to their middle school pastor 
rev. andrew bonaventura. they held 
a food drive and shared it with tenants 
at inglis Gardens in january. since 
then, they visit twice a month to hold 
a bible study and discussion with 
interested tenants. other members of 
the group provide hands-on assistance 
to any residents who need help in their 
apartments. tenants jessica sherwood 
and Gregory primas are shown here with 
students who dropped off food.
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since joininG the inGlis orGanization as ceo in 2008, 

Gavin kerr has recruited an executive team to 

establish and implement the foundation’s strateGic 

plan to ensure the vibrancy, relevance and 

sustainability of inGlis. this stronGly committed  

team consists of:

lea frontino
vice president
innovation and 
information

frontino comes 
to inglis from 
children’s hospital of 
philadelphia, where 

most recently she served as director of 
the process innovation center. as inglis’ 
vice president, innovation and information, 
she is responsible for ensuring that 
consumers and staff have the information, 
work processes, training and capabilities 
they need to achieve inglis’ strategic and 
operating goals.

tracie butler 
giles
vice president
chief integrity officer

as chief integrity 
officer, Giles ensures 
that inglis foundation 
and its people operate 

with the highest standards of integrity and 
transparency. she joined inglis in 2009 
from ciGna corporation, where she served 
as deputy chief compliance officer.

kevin kelly
vice president and 
chief financial officer

kelly comes to 
inglis from complete 
healthcare resources, 
where he served 
as executive vice 

president and chief financial officer.  
as inglis’ vice president, chief financial 
officer, he develops strategic financial 
plans, builds business plans, operating 
budgets and capital budgets.

betty marmon
vice president
development and 
external affairs

marmon is inglis’ 
primary relationship 
builder with donors, 
foundations, 

governmental organizations and the 
disability community. she will create and 
lead inglis’ development strategy and 
generate funding to enhance inglis’ mission 
and accelerate our growth. most recently, 
betty served as the director of development 
at the philadelphia museum of art.

M
meet the inglis executive team

vibrancy, relevance and sustainability



tim murphy
vice president
inglis living 
operations

murphy joined the 
inglis staff in 2006 as 
executive director of 
inglis house. today 

he oversees all consumer services and 
programs, including inglis house, the inglis 
adult day program, care management, 
community employment and accessible 
housing.

cheryl whitfield
vice president
human resources

a member of the 
inglis staff since 
2001, whitfield 
manages staffing, 
employee relations, 

compensation, benefits, hr information 
services and staff development initiatives 
to build positive employee relations and 
manage union relations.

creating career 
potential 
says john connolly, president and 
ceo of inspiritec. “inglis has the skills 
for finding people to fill jobs. as an 
affirmative enterprise, we’re skilled at 
creating job opportunities and getting 
people trained to be successful in their 
new jobs.”

filling a need in  
customer service 
customer service is a field with a 
great deal of potential for people with 
disabilities. the advanced technology 
available today can help those with 
disabilities operate computers and 
telephones. there are alternative input 
devices like a trackball for people with 
a limited range of motion, and voice 
synthesizers that turn text into speech 
for the visually impaired. 

staffing call centers with people with 
disabilities who work from home may  
be the answer companies are looking 
for, to reduce overhead and provide 
excellent customer service. with  
most call center staff turnover rates  
at 30-60%, inspiritec’s rate is less  
than 13%, showing the effectiveness  
of hiring people with disabilities.

a 2008 abc news good Morning 
America report concluded that people 
with disabilities are an untapped pool 
of labor for customer service and call 
center operations. some call center 
operators have found that disabled 
workers stay in their jobs longer and  
are more loyal than other workers.  
they tend to be both older and  
better educated.

| continued from page 1 
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“we like to throw this party to help beat 
the winter blues with some lively games 
and entertainment for residents,” says 
john Gregg, co-chair of the a-may-zing 
committee. this year nearly 100 guests 
attended the party, taking part in races, 

card games and guessing games with  
an olympic flair. Greeters for the party  
were ice skaters in costume, and there 
were olympic party favors and a raffle  
for olympic-theme t-shirts.

while athletes competed for Gold in the 2010 winter 

olympics, residents at inGlis house showed their 

spirit with an olympics-themed Game niGht in february. 

the party was hosted by the a-may-zinG committee, a 

Group that has donated countless hours and raised 

thousands of dollars each year for inGlis.
A

a-may-zing support for inglis

a-may-zing committee after the olympics front row, left to right: ed rideout, christine 
rideout, bunny borkowski, bill keffer, john Gregg, kate farrell. back row, left to right: damien 
brewster, rachel brewster, tom white, judith cheston, ann abbott, charlotte biddle, hope 
Groesbeck, carolyn wyeth, dick borkowski, bourne ruthrauff, patsy walls, brooke cheston,  
jud laverell, ii. 

a-may-zing support for inglis
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“residents played games for prize money, 
most of which was awarded in small $1 or 
$2 amounts,” Gregg says. “the biggest 
prize was $50 for guessing how many 
cheerios® were in a bowl.” entertainers 
dazzled the guests at the party, with david 
conver on the piano, young dancers 
performing irish jigs and four mummers 
making music in true philadelphia style.”

fundraising with the  
inglis five race
the a-may-zing committee has been 
instrumental in raising funds for various  
wish list items at inglis house. for the past 
27 years, the committee has organized the 
inglis five race in april. in 2009 more than 
200 people participated in a 5k run/walk/
wheel event starting in fairmount park. 
“runners, handcyclers, wheelchair users 
and walkers came out to support inglis 
house – some were competitive athletes 
and others were just out for fun and helping 
a good cause,” Gregg says.

proceeds from last year’s race funded 
the february a-may-zing party for 
inglis residents as well as the purchase 
of equipment for inglis house social, 
therapeutic and recreational programs. 
unfortunately, the 2009 inglis five race 
was the last of its kind, as it has become 
too cost-prohibitive to continue. even 
though the race has been discontinued, 
Gregg and other long-standing members  
of the group will continue to support the 
great work being done at inglis house.

a lasting legacy
members of the a-may-zing committee 
have made a wonderful difference in the 
lives of residents at inglis house over the 
years. Gregg, a member of the committee 
for 20 years, shares a bit about the group’s 

history: “this group began as a bunch 
of young supporters of inglis house who 
planned a spring ball called the may zing 
to raise money. that’s how the a-may-zing 
committee got its name,” he says.

©2010 Inglis Foundation. www.inglis.org. Images may be from one or more of these sources: ©Thinkstock, 
©iStock, ©Fotolia. All rights reserved. If you would like to be removed from our mailing list, please mail 
your information to Inglis House, c/o Image Publication, 2600 Belmont Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19131.
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